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Exploiting Pipeline ADC Properties for a
Reduced-Code Linearity Test Technique

Asma Laraba, Haralampos-G. Stratigopoulos, Member, IEEE, Salvador Mir, Member, IEEE, and Hervé Naudet

Abstract—Testing the static performances of high-resolution
Analog-to-Digital Converters (ADCs) consumes long test times
that are disproportionally high with respect to the test time
devoted to other types of circuits embedded in a modern System-
on-Chip (SoC). In this paper, we review the state-of-the-art
of reduced-code linearity test methods for pipeline ADCs and
we propose a new approach that increases the efficiency and
accuracy of the method. We show that by exploiting some
inherent properties in the architecture of pipeline ADCs we can
achieve significant static test time reduction while maintaining the
accuracy of the standard histogram test. The proposed method
is demonstrated on a 55nm 11-bit 2.5-bits/stage pipeline ADC.

Index Terms—Design-for-test, analog-to-digital converter test-
ing, static testing, linearity testing, pipeline analog-to-digital
converters, reduced code linearity testing, histogram testing.

I. INTRODUCTION

Differential Non Linearity (DNL) and Integral Non Lin-
earity (INL) are the two main static performances that are
measured during production testing of Analog-to-Digital Con-
verters (ADCs). In the standard testing scheme, a saturated
sine-wave or ramp is applied to the input of the ADC and the
number of occurrences of each code at the output is obtained
to construct the histogram, from which DNL and INL can be
readily calculated.

This standard static test approach requires the collection of
a large volume of data since each code needs to be traversed
many times to average noise. The volume of data increases
exponentially with the resolution of the ADC to a degree
where the static test time becomes prohibitively large for high-
resolution ADCs. Nowadays, the static test of high resolution
ADCs is addressed with the same standard approach used
for low-resolution ADCs. As a result, the static test time is
disproportionally high as compared to the silicon area that
the ADCs occupy on the die of a System-on-Chip (SoC) and
as compared with the test time of other types of mixed-signal
circuits in the SoC. According to published data from industry
[1], although mixed-signal circuits occupy an area less than 5%
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in a modern SoC, testing the mixed-signal functions takes up
to 30% of the total test time. Given that ADCs are among the
most commonly met mixed-signal circuits in SoCs and since
high static test times translate to high test costs, reducing the
static test time for ADCs is an area of industry focus and
innovation.

Many alternative test techniques aiming at reducing the
static test time for ADCs have been reported in the literature.
Techniques which permit measuring a pre-defined code width
with on-chip circuitry are proposed in [2]–[4]. Integrating a
ramp generator for on-chip histogram test has been investi-
gated in [5]–[11]. This is a promising approach since it can
eliminate the need to transfer a large volume of data off-chip to
the Automatic Test Equipment (ATE) and it can also alleviate
the problems related to noise and unstable electrical contacts.
However, ADC linearity test standards dictate that the test
stimulus must be at least two bits more linear than the ADC
itself [12], [13], thus a high-resolution ramp generator needs
to be designed which is extremely challenging. There are also
issues regarding the robustness of the built-in test circuitry
and memory storage. Instead, in [14], the entire ADC input
range is exercised by small-amplitude triangular waves that are
superimposed to a progressively increased DC level. In [15],
[16], methods are introduced based upon first identifying and
computationally removing the source non-linearity and then
accurately estimating the ADC static performances. In [17],
[18], an exponential waveform is employed in the analysis.
These last three approaches relax the requirements on the input
stimulus linearity, however, they do not reduce the test time.
In [19], a technique is proposed for deriving the INL of the
ADC from the outcome of the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT)
used in standard spectral testing. However, deducing the static
performances from a spectral test can only be applied in some
cases and cannot be generalized. Model-based ADC linearity
test techniques are proposed in [20], [21].

In this paper, we propose an efficient reduced-code linearity
test technique for pipeline ADCs. In general, reduced-code
testing can be applied to ADCs that, by virtue of their
operation, have groups of output codes which have the same
width. Examples of such ADCs include pipeline, Succes-
sive Approximation Register (SAR), logarithmic, sub-ranging,
cyclic, etc. Thus, instead of considering all the codes in the
testing procedure, we can consider measuring only one code
out of each group to extract the complete transfer characteristic
of the ADC, thus reducing significantly the static test time.
In other words, we exploit the inherent properties of the
ADC architecture to reduce the static test time. Performing
a successful reduced-code testing scheme requires fully un-
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derstanding the aspects of the ADC architecture. Published
work has so far consider SAR ADCs [22] and pipeline ADCs
[23]–[26]. SAR ADCs typically have lower conversion rate
and higher resolution as compared to pipeline ADCs. Reduced
code testing is useful for both architectures since static test
time is inversely proportional to the conversion rate and
proportional to the resolution.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
we present the reduced-code testing principle and the state-of-
the-art focusing on pipeline ADCs. In Section III, we discuss
how the accuracy of the estimated static performances by
reduced-code testing is affected due to the presence of noise.
In Section IV, we explain the concepts and definitions that
set the grounds for developing a technique to cancel out the
noise. In Section V, we explain in detail the proposed method
to cancel out the noise and apply reduced-code testing with
confidence. In Section VI, we show experimental results ob-
tained on a 55nm 11 bit 2.5-bits/stage pipeline ADC designed
by STMicroelectronics. Finally, in Section VII, we conclude
the paper.

II. REDUCED-CODE TESTING PRINCIPLE AND
STATE-OF-THE-ART FOR PIPELINE ADCS

A. Overview of pipeline ADCs

A pipeline ADC consists of a cascade of stages, as shown
in Fig. 1 [27]. Each stage consists of a sample-and-hold (S/H)
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Fig. 3. Residue of the first and second stages of a 1.5-bit/stage pipeline
ADC.

circuit, a sub-ADC typically implemented with a flash ADC,
a sub-DAC, a subtractor, and an op-amp. The input signal
to each stage is first converted by the sub-ADC to a digital
code which is the output of the stage. The result of the
conversion is reconverted by the sub-DAC to an analog signal
and subsequently subtracted from the input signal. The result
of the subtraction (e.g. the residue) is amplified so as to use
the same reference voltage in all stages. The residue of the first
stage is sampled by the second stage and so forth. The S/H,
sub-DAC, substractor, and op-amp are typically implemented
as a switched-capacitor circuit, which is commonly referred to
as Multiplying Digital-to-Analog Converter (MDAC). As an
example, Fig. 2 shows the implementation of an 1.5-bit stage.
The digital logic assembles the digital codes of the cascaded
stages, performs the digital correction to reduce the accuracy
requirement of the flash ADCs (in particular, to moderate the
effect of comparators’ offset), and provides the digital output
of the ADC.

B. Underlying principle

Let us consider Fig. 3 which plots together the residues
of the first and the second stages of a 1.5-bit/stage pipeline
ADC. The number placed above the peak of a transition
indicates which of the two comparators of the sub-ADC is
being exercised (e.g. its threshold is crossed) at this transition.
Notice that each time a comparator is exercised, there is a
transition in the digital output of the stage. As it can be seen,
if we traverse the input dynamic range of the ADC, the two
comparators of the first stage are exercised once. The first,
second, and third segment of the first stage residue traverse
the output ranges [−Vref , Vref/2], [−Vref/2, Vref/2], and
[−Vref/2, Vref ], respectively. Therefore, for each segment of
the first stage residue, each of the two comparators of the
second stage is exercised once, that is, if we traverse the input
dynamic range of the ADC, then the two comparators of the
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second stage are exercised three times each in total. Following
a similar argument, if we traverse the input dynamic range
of the ADC, then the two comparators of the third stage are
exercised seven times each.

In the case of a 2.5-bit stage, the sub-ADC consists of six
comparators and provides a 3-bit output. Fig. 4 plots together
the residues of the first two stages of a 2.5-bit/stage pipeline
ADC. As it can be seen, the six comparators in the first stage
are exercised once if we traverse the input dynamic range
of the ADC. In contrast, in the second stage, the first and
sixth comparators are exercised just once while the rest of the
comparators are exercised seven times each.

The bottom line of the above discussion is that a comparator
in a second or later pipeline stage is exercised several times.
This implies that in the ADC output there will be transitions
that are due to the same comparator. As an illustration, in
Fig. 5 we show two transitions in the ADC output that are

due to the i-th comparator in the k-th stage. An ADC output
code shares two adjacent transitions that involve two different
comparators. The DNL error, that is, the variation of the
width of the code from the ideal one Least Significant Bit
(LSB) width, is mainly due to the presence of different error
sources (i.e. finite op-amp gain, capacitor mismatch, op-amp
offset, sub-ADC comparators offset, etc.) in the first stages
of the pipeline since a stage in the pipeline dominates all
subsequent stages in terms of the error produced in the transfer
characteristic. Notice also that any error source in a stage that
produces a DNL error of an ADC output code will be seen
at the ADC output code transition that has been caused by
the comparators of that stage. In the example of Fig. 5, let us
assume that the i-th comparator in the k-th stage dominates
the comparators with which it shares codes µ, µ + 1, λ,
and λ + 1. This means that the width of these codes are
principally affected by the errors in the k-th stage where the
i-th comparator belongs to. Furthermore, it means that the
widths of the codes λ and λ + 1 are practically equal to
the widths of the codes µ and µ + 1, respectively. Thus, we
need to measure the width of either λ or µ and the width
of either λ + 1 or µ + 1. Extending this argument, let us
assume that we know the mapping between the transitions in
the ADC output and the comparators in the pipeline stage
that are being exercised to produce these transitions. If we
measure only the codes around a representative set of ADC
output transitions such that this set covers all comparators in
all stages and each comparator is represented once in this set,
then, by relying on the mapping, we can readily assign values
to the widths of unmeasured codes around the unselected
ADC output transitions. In other words, we measure a reduced
number of codes in the histogram and we fill in the rest of the
histogram automatically by relying on the information in the
extracted mapping.

C. Static test time reduction

Relying on a reduced number of code width measurements
to extract the complete transfer characteristic of the ADC
translates in static test time reduction. Specifically, the test
time is mainly governed by the transfer time of data from
the ADC under test to the memory of the ATE and from the
ATE to the workstation where the data will be processed for
constructing the histogram. The pure electrical test time is
rather negligible compared to the data transfer time. Thus, if
we measure X% of the codes, which compared to the standard
histogram technique translates into transferring only X% of
the data, then we drastically reduce the test time. Overall, we
expect to have a test time reduction slightly below (100-X)%
given that compared with the standard histogram technique we
have the extra step of deriving the mapping.

D. Large linearity errors in the first stages

In practice, to obtain good accuracy when large linearity
errors are present, it may be necessary to consider measuring
more than two codes around the transitions that involve
comparators which belong to the stages that are closer to the
front of the pipeline. To explain how we assign values to the
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widths of the unmeasured codes in this case, let us consider
that we measure the widths of m codes on the right and m
codes on the left of an ADC output transition that is due to the
i-th comparator in the k-th stage being exercised. Then, if an
ADC output transition is due to a comparator in the j-th stage
being exercised, where j > k, and this ADC output transition
has a distance of less than m steps from an ADC output
transition that is due to the i-th comparator in the k-th stage
being exercised, then the widths of the codes around this ADC
output transition will be overwritten by the corresponding
widths in the set of m code widths measured around the
ADC output transition that is due to the i-th comparator in
the k-th stage being exercised. The number of the codes to be
considered around each ADC output transition depends also
on the amount of errors that are present in the ADC which
is reflected on the minimum and maximum DNL and INL.
The larger the DNL and INL errors are and the more towards
the front of the pipeline the stage is, the larger this number is
recommended to be.

E. Importance of deriving an accurate mapping

In order to make the reduced-code testing technique suc-
cessful, we need to meet two objectives. First, we need to
ensure that an ADC output transition is mapped to the correct
comparator. This holds for all ADC output transitions, i.e.
those that are selected and those that are not selected and
their surrounding codes will be inferred later. Second, for a
comparator in a given stage we should avoid selecting an
output transition that involves in addition to this comparator a
comparator in one of the previous stages. The reason is that
the error of the previous stage will overshadow the error of the
target stage. If the above two objectives are not met, then the
accuracy of the technique degrades, resulting in an erroneous
characterization of the static performances of the ADC.

The possibility to apply reduced-code testing on pipeline
ADCs was first introduced in [23] where the mapping between
the ADC output transitions and the comparators that produce
these transitions is performed by considering the nominal
succession of ADC output transitions. In [24], it is explained
with several detailed examples that this mapping principle can
lead to erroneous estimation of static performances when the
error sources are more than just the comparator offset.

To meet the aforementioned two objectives, and to avoid
pitfalls such as those demonstrated in [24], it is proposed to

draw the mapping by monitoring the digital outputs of the
internal stages of the pipeline before they undergo digital
correction [24], [25], as shown in Fig. 6. The rationale is
that when a comparator threshold is crossed it necessarily
produces a transition in the digital output of the stage to
which it belongs to. A transition in the digital output of a
stage provides complete information about which comparator
has been exercised. Furthermore, a transition in the digital
output of a stage can be mapped to the resulting ADC output
transition by simply processing the outputs of the different
stages as is done by the digital logic block of the ADC.

F. Summary of reduced-code testing

In summary, the enhanced reduced-code testing technique
consists of the following steps:

1) Find the mapping between the ADC output transitions
and the comparators that are being exercised.

2) Select a set of ADC output transitions such that all
comparators in all stages are represented once in this
set.

3) Measure the widths of the codes around the selected
ADC output transitions.

4) Infer the widths of the codes around the ADC output
transitions that were not selected in step 2.

5) Calculate DNL and INL from the obtained code widths.
For an integrated solution, a digital Built-in Self-Test (BIST)

engine could be designed to perform steps 1-2 on-chip. The
information about the mapping and the selected codes to
be measured is transferred from the ADC under test to the
ATE where step 3 is performed. Data from steps 1-3 are
subsequently transferred to the workstation where steps 4-5 are
performed. If the on-chip resources permit it, steps 4-5 can also
be performed on-chip. Integrating a test stimulus generator to
perform step 3 will result in a full BIST implementation.

III. NOISE CONSIDERATIONS WHEN APPLYING
REDUCED-CODE TESTING

As explained in Section II, the most important step of
a reduced code testing scheme is guaranteeing an accurate
mapping between the transitions occurring at the output of
the internal stages and the corresponding ADC transitions.
However, due to the presence of noise in the transitions of
internal stages it is unlikely that an accurate mapping will be
obtained [26]. An example is shown with the measurement in
Fig. 7 which superimposes the digital outputs in decimal of
the internal stages of an 55nm 11-bit 2.5-bit/stage pipeline
ADC that is also used as our case study in Section VI.
This figure zooms in a small part of the whole dynamic
range of the pipeline ADC. As it can be seen, some of the
transitions are very noisy, which, in turn, will lead unavoidably
to inaccuracies in the mapping. This is shown with an example
in Fig. 7 where the intention is to calculate the ADC output
code that corresponds to the transition from 2 to 3 of the
fourth stage that is due to its third comparator being exercised.
As it can be seen, the outputs of the first, second, third,
and fourth stages to the right of this transition are 4, 2, 2,
and 3, respectively. However, due to the presence of noise,
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the output of the fifth stage to the right of this transition
is toggling between 2 and 3. In other words, the mapping
between the ADC output and internal stage transitions cannot
be deterministically established due to noise. This will inad-
vertently result in an incorrect grouping of the ADC output
codes that have equal widths and, thereby, the estimation of
DNLs will be inaccurate. Furthermore, successively summing
up erroneous values of DNLs may result in a significant error
in INL estimation.

In Section IV, we will define the concepts of natural and
forced transitions and root codes. These concepts will be used
next to develop an enhanced reduced-code linearity testing
technique that is immune to noise.

IV. NATURAL TRANSITIONS, FORCED TRANSITIONS, AND
ROOT CODES

A. Natural and forced transitions

Since we will be monitoring the digital outputs of each
of the pipeline stages we need to list and label all possible
transitions. We classify them into two types: natural transitions
and forced transitions. Looking at the residue of the second
stage V outStage2 of a 1.5-bit/stage pipeline ADC shown in
Fig. 8, we can observe the six transitions corresponding to the
two comparators in the sub-ADC of this stage. As in Fig. 3,
we have indicated which of the two comparators is being ex-
ercised by placing the comparator’s number at the peak of the
corresponding transition. By looking at the sub-DAC output of
the second stage V dac2, we can also identify which of the two
comparators is being exercised each time. We have indicated
on the V dac2 curve the corresponding digital output around
each V dac2 transition. The first comparator is exercised three
times (e.g. transitions 00 → 01) and the second comparator
is exercised also three times (e.g. transitions 01 → 10). We
observe also that in addition to the transitions 00 → 01 and
01→ 10, there is another transition 10→ 00 occurring twice.

00 00

01 01 01

10 10 10

00

01

10

00

1 2 1 2 1 2

1 2

Fig. 8. Residues of the first two stages of a 1.5-bit/stage pipeline ADC
plotted together with the output of their sub-DAC.

This transition happens under the influence of transitions in the
residue of the first stage V outStage1. The residue of the first
stage becomes suddenly lower than the threshold of the second
comparator in the second stage and, thus, the digital output of
the second stage transitions from 10 to 00. We refer to these
transitions as forced transitions because the digital output of
the stage transitions due to a sudden change at its input which
is caused due to one of the comparators of the previous stages
being exercised. Conversely, when the digital output of the
stage transitions due to a smooth change at its input causing
one of the comparators in this stage to be exercised, we refer
to these transitions as natural transitions.

B. Root codes

For the discussion in this Section we use a behavioral model
of a 10-bit ADC that comprises four 2.5-bit stages and a last
2-bit stage. Let us consider the third comparator in the second
stage of this ADC.

Fig. 9 superimposes the output of the ADC (left y-axis
in decimal) on the digital output of the first and second
stages (right y-axis in decimal) as we traverse the whole input
dynamic range. From this plot we can identify the output codes
of the ADC that are associated with the transitions from 2 to
3 of the second stage that are due to the third comparator in
this stage being exercised. On the left y-axis of Fig. 9 we
show the ADC output codes on the right of these transitions.
As it can be seen from Fig. 9, the first ADC output code 112
corresponds to the case where the output of the first stage is
0, the second ADC output code 240 corresponds to the case
where the output of the first stage is 1, the third ADC output
code 368 corresponds to the case where the output of the first
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stage is 2, and so forth. All these ADC output codes can be
derived from code 112 by adding a term that is obtained by
multiplying the value in decimal of the output of the first stage
with the weight of the first stage. In particular, considering that
for this specific ADC the weight of the first stage is equal to
27, we can write: 112 = 112 + 0 · 27; 240 = 112 + 1 · 27;
368 = 112 + 2 · 27; 496 = 112 + 3 · 27; 624 = 112 + 4 · 27;
752 = 112+5 · 27; 880 = 112+6 · 27. We refer to the output
code 112 as the right root code of the third comparator in the
second stage. Similarly, by looking at the ADC output codes
on the left of the transitions from 2 to 3 of the second stage that
are due to the third comparator in this stage being exercised,
we can define the left root code of the third comparator in the
second stage.

To generalize, let us divide the ADC stages into two groups.
The first group contains stages 1 to k−1 and the second group
contains stages k to N , where N is the total number of stages.
Let us also define a function f(x, compik, w) where:

• x refers to the rank of the stage in the pipeline,
• compik refers to i-th comparator of the k-th stage,
• w refers to the right side (e.g. w = R) or to the left

side (e.g. w = L) of the transition of the digital output
of the stage that is due to the comparator compik being
exercised.

We define f(x, compik, w) as follows: given that the i-th
comparator of the k-th stage is exercised producing a transition
in the digital output of the x-th stage, f(x, compik, w) is the
digital output of the x-th stage on the w side of this transition.
For example, f(1, comp32, R) refers to the digital output of the
first stage on the right of a transition that is due to the third
comparator of the second stage being exercised.

By definition, every time the i-th comparator in the k-
th stage is exercised, the digital output of the k-th stage
transitions from a value equal to f(k, compik, L) = i− 1 to a
value equal to f(k, compik, R) = i. Furthermore, every time
the same comparator is exercised in a stage, the residue of this
stage, which is the analog input to the following stages, always
transitions between the same two values. This implies that

every time the i-th comparator in the k-th stage is exercised,
the digital output of the x-th stage, x = k + 1, · · · , N , is
always equal to the value f(x, compik, L) before the transition
and equal to the value f(x, compik, R) after the transition.

We define:

Li
k = [f(k, compik, L), f(k + 1, compik, L),

· · · , f(N, compik, L)] (1)

Ri
k = [f(k, compik, R), f(k + 1, compik, R),

· · · , f(N, compik, R)]. (2)

If we sum up the elements of Li
k respecting the weight

of each stage, then we obtain the left root code of the i-th
comparator in the k-th stage. If we sum up the elements of
Ri

k respecting the weight of each stage, then we obtain the
right root code of the i-th comparator in the k-th stage.

V. OBTAINING THE MAPPING FOR ACCURATE
REDUCED-CODE TESTING

A. Cancelling out the effect of noise

In Section IV-B, we have shown that the ADC output
codes corresponding to the same comparator can be expressed
as a function of the root code of this comparator and the
contributions of the stages preceding the stage where this
comparator belongs to. This property can be used to cancel
out the effect of noise when performing the mapping between
the ADC output transitions and the comparators.

We first apply a ramp and we observe the type of the
transitions at the digital output of each stage. For each natural
transition that is due to the i-th comparator in the k-th stage
being exercised, we obtain Li

k and Ri
k from Eq. (1) and (2).

If n is the number of natural transitions, then we have at
hand n values of each element f(x, compik, L) of Li

k and n
values of each element f(x, compik, R) of Ri

k, x = k, · · · , N .
Due to the presence of noise, these n extracted values are not
necessarily the same for x = k + 1, · · · , N . In other words,
the left and right root codes calculated starting from different
natural transitions may not be the same.

For x = k+1, · · · , N , let µx,L
compi

k

and µx,R
compi

k

be the values
of f(x, compik, L) and f(x, compik, R), respectively, that are
most frequently met in the n values that we have at hand. In
this way, we obtain the noise-free Li

k and Ri
k as follows:

Li
k = [i− 1, µk+1,L

compi
k

, · · · , µN,L
compi

k

] (3)

Ri
k = [i, µk+1,R

compi
k

, · · · , µN,R
compi

k

]. (4)

From the noise free Li
k and Ri

k we can calculate the noise-
free left and right root codes of the i-th comparator in the k-th
stage.

Fig. 10 shows an example with five ADC output codes (e.g.
µ, λ, ε, γ, and δ) that are on the left of an ADC output
transition that is due to a comparator in the second stage
being exercised. The ADC output codes are expressed in terms
of the weights of the stages multiplied by coefficients that
correspond to the values in decimal of the digital outputs of
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µ= a1L *2w1 + bL *2w2 + cL *2w3 +…+  (kL -1) *2wk 

λ= a2L *2w1 + bL *2w2 +  (cL +1) *2w3 +…+  (kL +2)  *2wk

ε= a3L *2w1 + bL *2w2 + cL *2w3 +…+   kL *2wk

γ= a4L *2w1 + bL *2w2 +  cL *2w3 +…+   kL *2wk

δ= a4L *2w1 + bL *2w2 + (cL +1) *2w3 +…+   kL *2wk

Majority voting scheme

Fig. 10. Majority voting scheme to extract noise-free root codes.

the stages. The coefficients of the first stage (e.g. a1L, a2L,
a3L, a4L, a5L) will change depending on the position of the
ADC output code in the dynamic range. The coefficient of the
second stage is constant (e.g. bL) for all ADC output codes. As
for the coefficients of the stages 2 to k, they are not necessarily
constant due to noise. To extract the noise free values of the
coefficients, we simply apply a majority voting scheme. Thus,
cL is chosen for the third stage and kL is chosen for the k-th
stage since they are the most frequently met values.

It should be noticed that the number of natural transitions
that are due to a specific comparator being exercised varies
depending on the number of the stage the comparator belongs
to. For example, for an 11-bit, 2.5 bit/stage ADC, for one
sweep of the input ramp covering the whole input dynamic
range, the number of natural transitions varies from 1 if
the comparator is in the first stage to more than 500 if
the comparator is in the fifth stage. Given that the noise
becomes evident in the transitions of the last stages in the
pipeline, as shown in Fig. 7, for these stages we will have a
sufficiently large number of samples to apply majority voting
with confidence and obtain the noise-free Li

k and Ri
k and,

subsequently, the noise-free left and right root codes.

B. Obtaining the mapping

As it will be explained in this Section, in order to obtain
the mapping, we only need (a) the noise-free Li

k and Ri
k for

each of the comparators and (b) the value of the digital output
of each stage at the beginning of the dynamic range, denoted
by Outk,start, and at the end of the dynamic range, denoted
by Outk,end, where k denotes the number of the stage, k =
1, · · · , N .
Outk,start and Outk,end are straightforward to obtain. In

decimal, Outk,start = 0 for each stage and Outk,start =
2B − 2 , where B is the number of output bits of the k-th
stage, unless considerable offsets are present in the ADC. For
example, B = 2 for an 1.5-bit stage, B = 3 for a 2.5-bit stage,
etc. In the following, we will assume that Outk,start = 0 and
Outk,end = 2B − 2.

By looking at the digital output of any stage as we traverse
the input dynamic range (for example, see Fig. 9), we observe
that it starts at Outk,start and it ends at Outk,end with natural
or forced transitions occurring in between. Fig. 11(a) shows
the typical digital output of a first 2.5-bit stage. It starts at
Out1,start = 0, ramping up to Out1,end = 6, with the natural
transitions of its six comparators occurring in between. Notice
that any transition in the digital output of a first stage is a
natural transition.

In contrast, a transition in the digital output of a second
or later stage could be either natural or forced. As shown in
the example of Fig. 9, the digital output of a second 2.5-bit
stage starts at Out2,start = 0 and ends at Out2,end = 6,
with both natural and forced transitions occurring in between.
The forced transitions are due to the natural transitions of the
first stage and the natural transitions occur between every two
successive forced transitions. The first forced transition of the
second stage is due to the first natural transition of the first
stage. The value of the digital output of the second stage to
the left and to the right of its first forced transition are given
by f(2, comp11, L) and f(2, comp11, R), respectively, as shown
in Fig. 11(b). The second forced transition of the second stage
due to the second natural transition of the first stage is a tran-
sition from f(2, comp21, L) to f(2, comp21, R), the third forced
transition of the second stage due to the third natural transition
of the first stage is a transition from f(2, comp31, L) to
f(2, comp31, R), and so forth. The digital output values of the
second stage between Out2,start and f(2, comp21, L), between
f(2, compi1, R) and f(2, compi+1

1 , L), for 2 ≤ i ≤ 5, and
finally between f(2, comp61, R) and Out2,end, will be obtained
by simply incrementing Out2,start by 1 until f(2, comp21, L),
incrementing f(2, compi1, R) by 1 until f(2, compi+1

1 , L), for
2 ≤ i ≤ 5, and finally incrementing f(2, comp61, R) by 1 until
Out2,end. Between these values the comparators of the second
stage are exercised one after the other, incrementing the digital
output of the stage by 1.

Similarly, the digital output of the third stage can be
reconstructed from the digital output of the second stage
based solely on Out3,start, Out3,end, f(3, compi2, L),
f(3, compi2, R), f(3, compi1, L), and f(3, compi1, R).
f(3, compi2, L) and f(3, compi2, R) are used to account for
the forced transitions of the third stage due to the natural
transitions of the second stage while f(3, compi1, L) and
f(3, compi1, R) are used to account for the forced transitions
of the third stage due to the natural transitions of the first
stage.

It turns out that we can reconstruct the digital output of any
stage from the digital outputs of the preceding stages in the
pipeline based on the elements of the noise-free Li

k and Ri
k

and Outk,start and Outk,end. In this way, with a single sweep
of the input dynamic range, we can identify the transitions in
digital outputs of each stage and, then, juxtapose them with
the ADC digital output to find the mapping. An algorithm
based on nested for loops can be used for this purpose, starting
from the first stage down to the last stage of the ADC, and
recording the required mapping information in the course of
the algorithm.
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Fig. 11. Reconstructing the digital output of the second stage using Li
1(2) and Ri

1(2).

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Our case study is a 55nm 11-bit pipeline ADC with dig-
ital correction provided by STMicrolectronics. The ADC is
composed of four 2.5-bit stages and a last 3-bit stage. For
this specific ADC, we had access to the digital output of the
internal stages (in total 15 bits) before digital correction is
applied. Thus, we extracted the digital outputs of the internal
stages off-chip and we did the data processing in Matlab R©.
The reduced-code testing technique with and without noise
cancellation is compared to the standard histogram technique.

The first step in our experiment consists of verifying the
three main properties, stemming directly from the architec-
ture of pipeline ADCs, on which the reduced-code testing
technique relies upon. The first property states that the ADC
codes related to the same comparator have equal DNLs. Let
us consider Fig. 12 which superimposes the digital output of
the complete ADC on the digital output of the second stage as
we traverse the whole input dynamic range. As an example,
the intersection points between the dashed vertical lines and
the digital output of the complete ADC correspond to the
codes that are mapped to the transitions that involve the fourth
comparator in the second stage (e.g. transition from 3 to 4).
The codes on the right of these transitions are shown on the
left y-axis of Fig. 12. The first transition is mapped to code
282, the second transition is mapped to code 539, the third
transition is mapped to code 795, etc. Next, the DNL of all the
codes was calculated using the standard histogram technique,
as shown in Fig. 13. By the circles we point to the DNL of the
codes shown in Fig. 12. Values are, from left to right, 0.46,
0.44, 0.45, 0.48, 0.43, 0.44, 0.43. As can be observed, they
are very close to each other which confirms the first principle
of the technique. Thus, instead of measuring the DNL of all
these seven codes, we can choose to measure the DNL of just
one code and then use this DNL value for the rest of the codes.

The second property states that the largest DNL errors occur
around the output transitions that involve the comparators in
the stages that are towards the front of the pipeline. As an
example, Fig. 14 shows the digital output of the first stage
superimposed on the digital output of the complete ADC. The
six codes shown on the left y-axis of Fig. 14 are the codes
on the right of the ADC output transitions that correspond to
the transitions of the first stage. In Fig. 13, these codes are
indicated with squares. As it can be observed, these codes
present the minimum and maximum DNL errors. This second
principle tells us that for a given comparator we should avoid
selecting a representative ADC output transition that involves
in addition to this comparator a comparator in one of the
previous stages. It also tells us that we should give priority
to the first stages in the step where we extract the unmeasured
code widths from the measured ones.

The third property states that the ADC output codes cor-
responding to the same comparator can be expressed as a
function of the noise-free root codes of this comparator and
the contributions of the stages preceding the stage where this
comparator belongs to. Fig. 15 superimposes the digital output
of the complete ADC on the digital output of the first and
second stages as we traverse the whole input dynamic range.
As an example, the intersection points between the dashed
vertical lines and the digital output of the complete ADC
correspond to the codes that are mapped to the transitions that
involve the third comparator in the second stage (e.g. transition
from 2 to 3). The codes on the right of these transitions are
shown on the left y-axis of Fig. 15. The first transition is
mapped to code 232, the second transition is mapped to code
488, the third transition is mapped to code 745, etc. Let us
consider these codes and subtract from them the corresponding
value in decimal of the first stage multiplied by the weight
of the first stage, in order to find the right root code. The
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Fig. 12. Searching for the codes that are mapped to the fourth comparator
in the second stage.

Fig. 13. DNL obtained with the standard histogram technique. The circles
point to the codes that are mapped to the fourth comparator in the second
stage, while the squares point to the codes that are mapped to the comparators
of the first stage.

subtractions give: 1768− 6 ∗ 28 = 232; 1513− 5 ∗ 28 = 233;
1257−4∗28 = 233; 1000−3∗28 = 232; 745−2∗28 = 233;
488 − 1 ∗ 28 = 232; 232 − 0 ∗ 28 = 232. As expected, the
right root code is toggling due to the presence of noise. In
this example, it is toggling between two values (e.g. 232 and
233). By applying the majority voting scheme, we choose 232
as the right root code of the third comparator of the second
stage since it is met more frequently. This means that the codes
that should be grouped together as having the same DNLs are
not 232, 488, 745, 1000, 1257, 1513 and 1768 as it would have
been suggested without using the noise cancelling scheme, but
232, 488, 744, 1000, 1256, 1512 and 1768. These are the codes
that are mapped to this comparator recalculated based on the
same root code (e.g. 232) by adding the different contributions
of the first stage.

After having verified the three principles of the reduced-
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Fig. 14. Searching for the codes that are mapped to the comparators of the
first stage.
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Fig. 15. Root codes example.

code testing technique, we calculated the DNL and INL based
on a reduced set of codes. We considered 8 codes around
each of the six ADC output transitions representing the six
comparators of the first stage, 6 codes around each of the six
ADC output transitions representing the six comparators of
the second stage, 4 codes around each of the six ADC output
transitions representing the six comparators of the third stage,
and 2 codes around each of the six ADC output transitions
representing the six comparators of the fourth and fifth stages.
In total, we rely only on 8×6+6×6+4×6+2×6+2×6 = 132
out of 2046 codes of an 11-bit ADC, that is, on only 6% of
the codes, which represents a very significant static test time
reduction.

The DNL obtained using the standard histogram technique
is shown in Fig. 16(a) while the estimated DNL using the
reduced-code testing technique without and with noise can-
cellation is shown, respectively, in Fig. 16(b) and 16(c). The
estimated profiles of DNL in Fig. 16(b) and 16(c) are more
regular since they are extracted from the DNLs of a reduced
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Fig. 16. DNL obtained with: (a) standard histogram technique; (b) reduced-code testing without noise cancelling; and (c) reduced-code testing with noise
cancelling.
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Fig. 17. INL obtained with: (a) standard histogram technique; (b) reduced-code testing without noise cancelling; and (c) reduced-code testing with noise
cancelling.

set of codes. The highest DNL errors in the ADC correspond
to the first stages in which the transitions are not so noisy.
Thus, the minimum and maximum DNLs are well captured
regardless whether noise cancellation is used or not. However,
when comparing the profile of the smaller absolute DNLs
in Fig. 16(b) and Fig. 16(c) with the profile of the smaller
absolute DNLs in Fig. 16(a), we observe that the profile in
Fig. 16(b) is less ”dense” as opposed to the profile in Fig.
16(c), which implies that there are many codes that have
been assigned smaller absolute DNL values. This implies that,
unless noise cancelling is used, there are significant errors
in the mapping between the ADC output transitions and the
comparators that are being exercised in the case where the
comparators belong to stages that are towards the end of the
pipeline.

The INL obtained using the standard histogram technique is
shown in Fig. 17(a) while the estimated INL using the reduced-
code testing technique without and with noise cancellation is
shown, respectively, in Fig. 17(b) and 17(c). The inset plots
in 17(b) and 17(c) show a zoom of the estimated INL profiles
superimposed on INL profile obtained using the standard
histogram technique. From Fig. 17(c) it is evident that the
reduced-code testing technique with noise cancellation offers
an excellent INL estimation, implying that we are summing
up a succession of well estimated DNLs despite the noise
in the ADC output transitions. In fact, the estimated INL

is practically indistinguishable from the INL obtained with
the standard histogram technique. In contrast, from Fig. 17(b)
it is evident that the reduced-code testing technique without
noise cancellation, although is capable of capturing the general
INL profile, results in evident INL errors due to summing
up a succession of poorly estimated DNLs. The general INL
profile is captured thanks to the high peaks of DNL. In the
case of an ADC with small DNL errors, the reduced-code
testing technique without noise cancellation would have failed
to capture even the general INL profile. In contrast, if noise
cancellation is used, the INL estimation will be excellent
independently of the DNL values of the ADC and the level of
noise in the measurement environment.

VII. CONCLUSION

We proposed an enhancement of the reduced-code testing
technique for pipeline ADCs that dramatically improves its
effectiveness. The reduced-code testing technique is based on
the underlying observation that there are output codes that
have equal widths thanks to the architectural properties of the
pipeline ADC. Therefore, to extract the complete transfer char-
acteristic of the ADC it suffices to measure only a small subset
of codes. For this reason, compared to the standard histogram
technique that requires measuring irrespectively all codes, the
reduced-code testing technique reduces drastically the static
test time. The key is to be able to find the mapping between
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the ADC codes and the comparators that are being exercised in
the internal stages of the pipeline. The proposed enhancement
relies, first, on monitoring the outputs of the internal stages
of the pipeline and, second, on canceling out the noise, which
is an important step in deriving an accurate mapping. For this
purpose, we exploit the inherent properties of the architecture
of a pipeline ADC. We demonstrate that, compared to generic
static test approaches for ADCs, greatest static test cost re-
duction can be achieved by delving into the ADC architecture
to exploit its inherent properties. Experimental results on a
55nm 11-bit 2.5-bit/stage pipeline ADC demonstrate that by
measuring only 6% of the codes we can estimate the DNL
and INL profiles very accurately. The resulting DNL and INL
profiles are practically indistinguishable from those produced
by the standard histogram technique.
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